Remote Learning Term 2 2021 – Year 1

We are sorry that you are not able to be with us in school at the moment and hope you
are well enough to complete some home learning.
Here is an outline for your child’s learning whilst you are isolating and please bring any
completed work back into school when you return.
If you need any further support please contact us on the following email:
ks1@wouldham.kent.sch.uk
Kind regards,
Mrs. Fitter & Mrs. Hunter 
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Activity
Daily: Mathletics Challenge: use Mathletics on your home computer/tablet and see if you can earn 1000
points each week which leads to a bronze certificate!
(please let us know if you need a login).
2D Shape pairs Game
2D Shape Quiz
3D Shape Sorting
Build and draw a 3D model of a snow castle. Can you name the shapes that you used? (sphere, cylinder,
cube, cuboid, pyramid).
Can you go on a 2D shape hunt around the house? Draw what you find!
Daily: Reading Everyday, for pleasure and Bug Club.
Bug Club Reading Challenge: if you read your 2 books each week you will earn a bug token. This term
there are 7 weeks. If you collect 7 bug tokens you are invited to our Christmas Disco!
Polar Express: listen to the exciting adventure to the North Pole and then have a go at sequencing the
story. Watch online here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELy_4fH_h0E
Create a story map to retell the events in order, like the one below.
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Daily: Phonics
We are learning a new digraph oa.
Get a piece of paper and a pencil ready. Watch Mr. Thorne’s video lesson and follow along:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbLTgyrC3eg
Can you write any of the words with oa in them? Can you find some more around the house? Now turn
your list into flashcards. Get an adult to hide them around the house. Can you find and read them as
quickly as you can?
We are learning a new digraph oo. This digraph makes two sounds (oo as in book and oo hoop).
Get a piece of paper and a pencil ready. Watch Mr. Thorne’s video lesson and follow along:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xNizJl6GAs
Can you apply what you have learned? Ask an adult to dictate this sentence and write it down: This book
is cool. Can you check for any errors?
We are learning a new digraph ar. Watch Mr. Thorne’s video and record some of the ar words:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEvlotQZf50
Now can you fill a jar with words from today’s lesson? car, hard, bark, cart, shark, dark, lard, card. Take
them out one at a time to read them. Repeat and try to beat your previous time!
We are learning a new digraph or. Watch Mr. Thorne’s video and record some of the or words:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33kvsqyOYdg
Play Yes/ No Game with a family member by taking turns to read these questions…thumbs up for yes and
thumbs down for no… AND GO!
Is a fork sharp? Will a fish forget things? Will a fort be big? Is a boot short? Can a coat get torn on a
thorn? Is a torch bright? Is corn red? Can a kid sort the bricks?
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Daily: Join in with Dough Disco to strengthen your fingers. You will need playdough or a squishy toy.
Follow the link and have fun!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrBsNhwxzgc
Physical Challenge: Get your heart beat up and exercise with Joe Wicks! Fill your water bottle and have
lots of fun!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mhHY8mOQ5eo
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Try: Common Exception Word Challenge: read and spell the first set of Year 1 words in fun ways (using
natural materials such as leaves or twigs, on the pavement using water and a paintbrush, using shaving
foam in the bath, rainbow write using different coloured felt tips etc). Get an adult to test you!
the, a, do, to, of, I, was
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Try: Purple Mash Activities:
There are some activities set:





World Oceans- locate the 5 main oceans on a world map
Antarctica Fact File: can you research and create a fact file about an animal in the South Pole?
You can get an adult to help you type it or you can write it on paper.
Paint Project: can you draw a penguin and name it?
Seasons Quiz: can you use your knowledge of the seasons to answer the questions?

